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Scope

The pre-requisite work of raising the temperature of the circuit to run at 70 degrees will be required before installing Power Guardian and
PowerLine Guardian devices which is outside the scope of this project. This will be done as part of business as usual activity and will
increase the capacity of only the PJ route.  Unfortunately the impedance variation will simply attract the same overload condition on the PJ
in the coming years, thus the need to trial innovative solutions to balance power flows in 132kV overhead line networks.

The scope of this project is as follows:

Detailed curtailment studies to confirm the actual reactance required on PJ route of Bramford GSP to Lawford Grid substations;
Add approximately 1.8 ohms (to be confirmed following detailed studies) onto PJ route of Bramford to Lawford 132kV Grid substation.
This will include:

o Install PowerLine Guardian units on PJ route;
o Install Power Guardian units onto PJ route at Lawford Grid substation. This includes carrying out civils and foundation works at
Lawford Grid substation to support the equipment;

 

Commissioning of the modular power flow control solution and integration of the units within UK Power Networks’ control system;
Testing of the control modes for the SmartWire solution to balance impedance on the circuit;
Unlock additional capacity on PJ route by adding SmartWire solutions in combination; and
Publish a paper on the work undertaken to share the knowledge with GB DNOs (via ENA or other forums).

Objectives(s)

The aims of the project are:

• Resolve existing system constraints between Bramford GSP and Lawford Grid substations;
• Utilise the underutilised circuits by controlling power flows and avoid the need for reinforcement;
• Create network capacity for new generation or demand customers through more efficient utilisation of existing assets; 
• Trial various communication and control modes for the SmartWire solutions. This will include the observation of benefits of being able to
dynamically control the power flow on the circuits with little or no control centre action;
• Increase ability for UK Power Networks to address system constraints quickly and meet short term network needs;
• Increase the infrastructure planners’ toolbox of deployable smart solutions before traditional methods are deployed; and
• Publish a paper on the work undertaken to share the knowledge generated from the use of Power Guardian and PowerLine Guardian
devices on the network (via ENA or other forum).
 

Success Criteria



The project will be deemed successful if:

• SmartWire technology PowerLine Guardian and Power Guardian trialled on the PJ route; 
• SmartWire solutions demonstrate ability to control power flows on the circuits between Bramford GSP to Lawford Grid as required; and
• Documentation on installation and operation of SmartWire’s Modular Power Flow Control solutions is completed and shared with other
DNOs within Great Britain.

Performance Compared to the Original Project Aims, Objectives and Success Criteria

Detailed curtailment studies have been carried out to determine the total impedance required on PJ circuit to balance the flow of power on
three circuits between Bramford and Lawford 132kV substations. 

Based on the impedance requirement of 1.8 ohms, a combination of 15 Power Guardian and 54 PowerLine Guardian devices of
SmartWires were chosen to achieve the required impedance. PowerLine Guardian consists of modules that can be clamped on an existing
conductor and enables the dynamic switching of small individual series blocks of impedance to control the flow of power through the circuit.
Whereas, Power Guardian is a ground mounted device on post insulators that can be installed at the substation. There are three main
elements of the project as described below:

1-  Overhead line design and PowerLine Guardian installation

As part of the design, it was crucial to understand if the weight of these devices can be supported by the existing towers as each of these
device weigh around 100 kilograms. There is an Area of Natural Beauty (AONB) close to the substation, which had to be avoided for any
overhead line (OHL) work. Towers selected were modelled in simulation software with the number of devices connected and there were no
issues regarding additional loading on the towers. A site survey and visual inspection of the towers was required to assess access to install
these devices on the conductor. Around 60% of the OHL design is completed to install gantry, anchor blocks and downleads to connect
SmartWire devices to the network at Lawford substation. 

2-  Substation design and PowerGuardian installation

The Basis of Design (BOD) to define the electrical and civil requirements of the installation which will be used throughout the project has
been developed with the supplier. A detailed design for installing 15 PowerGuardian units at the Lawford substation is currently underway .
Bespoke surge arrestors and post insulators will be used for this project. The foundation design to hold 15 of the PowerGuardian devices
was also developed and tested in the CAD model. 60% of the overall substation design is completed and the project will progress to
delivery once design is completed.

3- Communication and control interface:

A number of communication options were considered for device to device and device to control scenarios. The devices will be controlled
remotely and aims to dynamically change the impedance of the OHL as the running arrangement of the circuit changes. An end-to-end
radiowave survey was conducted on the towers where SmartWire devices will be installed to check the strength of the frequency channels
to be selected for communication. A number of frequency channels were available to be used for communication. A cellular 4G network
private Access Point Name (APN) will be used as a primary communication with Industrial, Scientific & Medical (ISM) radio frequency band
running as a back-up in case the primary communication fails. A detailed IT architecture has been designed taking any cyber security
concerns into consideration and has been agreed with the supplier. 

 A number of different running arrangements of the circuit are yet to be defined when the source impedance of the circuit changes or
during different fault condition scenarios. An algorithm will be developed to embed within the SmartWire devices allowing them to
dynamically adopt the change in circuit running arrangement and control the impedance on the circuit automatically with minimum
intervention from the control centre.

 The project is progressing well against the set objectives and success criteria. Once the design stage is completed, delivery stage will start
and expected to have the Power Guardian and PowerLine Guardian devices installed and connected to the network by the end of 2018.
Following the installation, testing will be carried out to ensure devices are working and controlled as expected.
 

Required Modifications to the Planned Approach During the Course of the Project

There has been no changes or modifications to the planned methodology and approach to achieve the objectives of the project so far.

Lessons Learnt for Future Projects

The project started in September 2017 and we are progressing well into the design stage of the project. All lessons are captured in a log
and the log will be included in the close down report of the project.

A few early lessons to share are:

-  The device that needs to be installed on OHL conductor named PowerLine Guardian is a heavy device and weighs around 100 kilos
each. There were concerns around the weight of the device hanging on the OHL conductor and if towers can support the added load. After
detailed OHL tower assessment, it was concluded if the devices to be clamped on the OHL conductor at both the ends of the towers, there
will be no issues on towers holding the weight of the devices.

-   A PowerGuardian which is a ground mounted solution does not have enough flexibility in step changes to offer the accurate impedance
required on the circuit. Whereas, PowerLine Guardian which is an OHL clamped device has a number of step changes and can be switched
to offer the required impedance. Hence a mixture of both PowerLine Guardian and PowerGuardian devices were selected to offer best
solution and flexibility in this project.

-  Tower footings with malone anchors are weak towers and would not be suitable to have PowerLine Guardian devices installed on them.



Alternatively, footings can be strengthened before any installation.

The Outcomes of the Project

Project started in September 2017 and is progressing well towards the overall design phase. Some of the early outcomes to report to date
are:

OHL tower assessment was carried out to confirm the towers can hold weight of PowerLine Guardian devices to be installed on the
conductor.
Curtailment studies were carried out to confirm the actual reactance required to balance the circuit. The studies have allowed to pick a mix
of PowerGuardian and PowerLine Guardian devices from SmartWires to allow flexibility in achieving the required reactance. 
An end-to-end communication survey was carried out to conclude the frequency bandwidth to be used for communication.

Data Access

To view the full Innovation Data Sharing Policy please visit UK Power Networks’ website here:

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/contact-us/InnovationDataSharingPolicy.pdf

UK Power Networks recognise that Innovation projects may produce network and consumption data, and that this data may be useful to
others. This data may be shared with interested parties, whenever it is practicable and legal to do so, and it is in the interest of GB
electricity customers. In accordance with the Innovation Data Sharing Policy published in 2017/18, UK Power Networks aim to make
available all non-personal, non-confidential/non-sensitive data on request, so that interested parties can benefit from this data.

Foreground IPR

All the knowledge developed as part of the project will be shared in the close down report and during the dissemination event. There has
been no new foreground IPR developed.
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